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Remembering
Alan Baharlou
Former geology
chair died Monday
By Cassie Buchman
Editor-in-Chief l@tjbuchman
Throughout, and even after, his 25-year tenure at
Eastern, many noticed retired geology chair Alan Baharlou's commitment and involvement at the university.
Baharlou helped out at Commencement, was a ·,
part of the Annuitants Association, took part in the
Faculty Fellows Program and happily volunteered for
many committees.
Baharlou was even on a committee that first started to get technology in classrooms.
While chair, Baharlou would often have at least
one or two committee meetings a day.
"Most people try to get out of committee workhe was trying to get on committee work," Susan Kile,
the office manager of the geology/ geography department, said.
"He was passionate about his students," Kile said.
"He loved teaching. It kind of surprised us when he
retired."
Michael Cornebise, interim associate dean of the
College of Sciences and Baharlou's son-in-law, said
"you couldn't find anyone who loved Eastern more:'
Baharlou died Monday night as the result of a
stroke while visiting Colorado.
Cornebise was hired by Baharlou 17 years ago,
and met his future wife - Baharlou's daughter - a
year after he started.
"He loved working with first-generation students,
loved diversity. He wanted to see more diversity on
campus," Cornebise said.
Retirement did not stop Baharlou from still being
a fixture at the university and in the geology/geography department.
"He continued to do service even after he retired," i
Cornebise said.
Diane Burns, department chair of geology and geography, said Baharlou greeted her on one of the first
days she was on campus, even though he had retired
since then.
"He just was always involved, always supportive,"
she said. "He always had kind words to say to people."
Baharlou brought Burns geraniums she still has on
her office table when she became the chair of the department.
"He walked up three Bight of stairs to get them
here to me," Burns said. "He didn't take the elevator."
Baharlou's investment in people went beyond the
office. Kile said he was one of the driving forces that
helped her get her degree by making sure the office
was staffed when she had class.
"Without his encouragement, I would not have
done it," she said.
Any time Kile had a problem, she said she could
go to Baharlou, no matter what it was.
"He was a very caring person," Kile said. "He
made a lot of friends and a lot of people are going to
miss him."
Burns said Baharlou was an ambassador for Eastern o;,_ many levels.
"He was probably the best proponent EIU has
ever had," Burns said. Baharlou's love for the university he worked at was rivaled only by his love for his
family, including his four grandchildren and two children who he was devoted to.
Cornebise said news of his father-in-law's death
has been devastating.
"I don't know how to express it," Cornebise
said. "If one of my kids had a sporting event or musical event he would always be there. We're going to
miss him most, I think, at these times."
1

Cassie Buchman can be reached at
581-2812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.
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Laura Cohen, a graduate student studying music performance, works at the security desk in the Mary J. Booth Library on Tuesday morning.

Student workers share experiences
By AJ Fournier
Campus Reporter I @DEN_News
Juggling a full class load and work can have
its ups and downs, but some students find they
enjoy being employed on campus.
Lexie Bustard, a senior communication studies major and cashier at the Panther Pantry, said
she has a pretty fun job with a few benefits as
well.
"The pantry works around my school schedule really well," Bustard said. "It is nice that I
don't have to work late with classes and homework."
Bustard said her favorite part of the job is
getting to interact with people. Every day, she
meets someone new.
The only downside is when not a lot of people come in, because then it can get boring, she
added.
Liam Bechtold, a junior accounting major
and resident assistant for Thomas Hall, said he
enjoys the community he lives with.
"I get to help new students move in and transition to campus and have a college experience.
Plus free room and board isn't bad," he said.
Bechtold said the biggest benefit of his job at
Eastern is how understanding the university is
about his work schedule.
"They understand that you are a student first
and a worker second and that education comes
first," Bechtold said.
Puja Paila, a graduate computer technology major and library secretary, said working on
campus has been a good experience.
Palia, who has also worked in Thomas Dining
Hall, said she enjoys experiencing every part of
the different jobs.
Dallas Laricenese, a junior business management major, works as a desk assistant in Thomas Hall.
"If you want to compare it to an off campus
job, they kind of expect you to work around
their schedule. Being on campus is really nice

Krystal Atkins (left), a sophomore biological sciences and pre-med major teaches Emily Moxley, a junior health studies major how to make a frozen coffee at Java Beanery and Bakery on
Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday was Moxley's first day on the job. "It's actually really cool seeing
how to make stuff;' Moxley said.

because they understand that you have classes
and can get busy," Lancenese said.
Lancenese said that his favorite part of the
job is when people are walking by and they have
a question.
If they need help, then he gets to be the person they come to.

"The only downside of the job is you are
only allowed to work 42 hours a pay period,
but that's just the university looking out for you
since your full-time job is being a student," Lancense said.
AJ Fournier can be reached at
581-2812 or ajfournier@eiu.edu.

Some projects delayed, others in progress
By Chrissy Miller
News Editor I@DEN_News
Although issues with the state government
prevent Eastern from moving forward with a
$5 million renovation of the heating and ven-

tilation in Coleman Hall and the Life Sciences
building, projects including the Tarble addition
continue to show progress.
Paul McCann, interim vice president for business affairs, said Eastern received an appropria-

tion from Springfield for the work in the Life
Sciences building and Coleman. However, the
money has been placed on hold until the project
is approved by Gov. Bruce Rauner.

Construction, page 5
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in court weekly, relinquish his passport and not leave Spain.
'Ihe owner of a cybercafe in Ripoll,
the Pyrenees hometown to most of
12 men originally identified as being
members of the extremist cell behind
the attacks, will remain in custody for
at least 72 more hours while police inquiries continue, the judge said.
The questioning the four men underwent during their initial court appearances provided new details about
the scope of the cell's activities and
the events leading up to the attacks in
and around Barcelona Thursday and
early Friday.
Two of the suspects identified a
Ripoll imam, Abdelbaki Es Satty, as
the ideological leader of the group,
according to a judicial official who
heard Tuesday's interrogations. One
said the bombs were being made to
target a Barcelona monument where
the imam planned to blow himself up
as well, the court official said.
Instead, Es Satty and another man
accidently blew themselves up while
preparing explosives in the home
workshop in Alcanar, a coastal town
south of Barcelona, police have said.

]11e court officiai wa, 11u1 aL'.horiztd
to speak abottt
c""'' ,in,l requested anonvniit,.
Five or her,
r,, sh, ,r dc".,d
police during rh.:- \'chick .m,I ki;if( ,lttack in CarnbriL. Om·, the· suspected driver of the van that mowed Jmvn
pedestrians in Barcelona's Las R.unblas promenade, was shot and killed
in a vineyard not far from the city on
Monday.
Houli Chemlal, the only survivor
of the Alcanar blast, told the court
he was alive because he was on the
ground floor of the house washing
dishes after dinner. He testified from
a wheelchair without lifting his eyes
up from the ground, according to the
court official.
Oukabir testified that he rented the
vans used in the attacks but thought
they were going to be used for a house
move. His brother was one of the five
men shot dead Friday by police in
Cambrils.
According to another person who
attended Tuesday's hearings, Oukabir said he initially lied out of fear
and told police his brother had stolen
his ID to rent the vehicles. The person

w,

spoke on condition of anonymir:, to
discuss the hearing.
Aalla, who said an Audi .'\J u,ed in
rhe attack in Cambrils was registned
under his name but used by a s;bling,
had one brother killed in Cambrils
and another who is believed to be a
,.econd casualty of the Alcanar house
blast.
Ripoll cybercafe owner Sahl El
Karib told the judge he was only trying to make a profit when he bought
at least two airplane tickets for two alleged members of the cell. Police raided the cybercafe on Tuesday, as well as
a farmhouse in another town, searching for more evidence.
The lone fugitive from the cell 22-year-old Younes Abouyaaqoub was shot to death Monday west of
Barcelona after a massive, dayslong
manhunt, Police say he flashed what
turned out to be a fake suicide belt at
two officers who confronted him in a
vineyard.
The judge's document said Abouyaaqoub drove the van that barreled
through the Las Ramblas promenade,
zig-zagging to hit as many people as
possible.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - · __
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MADRID (AP) - A judge ordered two of the four surviving sus-·
pects in the extremist attacks in Spain
held without bail, another detained
for 72 more hours and one freed with
restrictions Tuesday after the men appeared in court to answer questions
about the events that killed 15 people.
National Court Judge Fernando
Andreu issued his orders after quizzing the four about the vehicle attacks
in Barcelona and Cambrils, as well as
about the fatal explosion at a bombmaking wor~shop that police said
scuttled the group's plot to carry out a
more deadly attack .at unspecified Barcelona monuments.
The judge said there was enough
evidence to hold Mohamed Houli
Chemlal, 21, and Driss Oukabir, 28,
on preliminary charges of causing homicides and injuries ofa terrorist nature and of belonging to a terrorism
organization. Houli Chemlal also has
an additional charge of dealing with
explosives.
However, the judge ruled the evidence was "not solid enough" to keep
holding suspect Mohamed Aalla, who
was freed on the conditions he appear

Press Supervisor
Tom Roberts
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ture to say how many and what the
status of recovery of those bodies is."
"We will continue the search and
rescue operations until the probabiliEY of discovering_sailors .is e~austed,"
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in rwo months involving the Pacific-based 7th Fleet, and the Navy has
ordered a broad investigation into
its performance and readiness. Seven sailors died in June when the USS
Fitzgerald and a container ship collided in waters off Japan. There were
two lesser-known incidents in the
first half of the year. In January, the
USS Antietam guided missile cruiser ran aground near Yokosuka base,
the home port of the 7th Fleet, and
in May another cruiser, the USS Lake
Champlain from the Navy's 3rd Fleet,
had a minor collision with a South
Korean fishing boat.
"While each of these four incidents
is unique, they cannot be viewed in
isolation," Swift said.

He said the Navy would conduct
an investigation "to find out if there is
a common cause ... and if so, how do
we solve that."
He said he had heard some reports
spe~ulatirig that the Navy could have
beeA a victim of a cyberattack. "We've
seen no indications of that as yet, but
... we are not taking any consideration
off the table," he said.
Megan Partlow of Ohio, who said
her fiance was on board the McCain,
told The Associated Press in a Facebook message that they last communicated on Sunday and she was losing
hope of seeing him again.
"My last text to him was 'be safe,'
which is the same way we end every
conversation. I'm just ready for answers," she said. The identities of the
missing have not been disclosed but
Partlow said her fiance's parents were
in touch with the Navy's family assistance center.
April Brandon of Michigan said
her son, Ken Smith, 22, is among the

missing sailors. Brandon told Detroitarea TV stations that she was visited
by two officers Monday at her home.
Navy Adm. John Richardson, the
chief of naval operations, on Monday ordered a pause-in 7th Fleet operations for the next few days to allow commanders to get together with
leaders, sailors and command officials
and identify any immediate steps that
need to be taken to ensure safety.
A broader U.S. Navy review will
look at the 7th Fleet's performance,
includfog personnel, navigation capabilities, maintenance, equipment,
surface warfare training, munitions,
certifications and how sailors move
through their careers. Richardson said
the review will be conducted with the
help of the Na.vy's office of the inspector general, the safety center and private companies that make equipment
used by sailors.
Singapore is one of the world's busiest ports with its naval base regularly
visited by American warships.

About
The Daily Eastern News is produced by the students of
Eastern Illinois University. It is published daily Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and
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spring semesters and online during the summer term
except during university vacations or examinations.

One copy per day is free to students and faculty. Additional copies can be obtained for SO cents each in the
Student Publications Office in Buzzard Hall.
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Daily Eastern News, call the ads office at 581-2812
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Contact any of the above staff members if you believe
your information is relevant.

Corrections
The Daily Eastern News is committed to accuracy in its
coverage of the news.- Any factual error the staff finds
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or is made aware of by its readers will be corrected as
promptly as possible. Please report any factual error
you find to Editor-in-Chief Kalyn Hayslett at 581-2812.
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Employment
If you would like to work for The Daily Eastern News
as a reporter, photographer, columnist, cartoon~
ist, copy editor, designer or videographer, please
visit at the newsroom at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
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Divers find remains of missing sailors

Business Manager
Betsy Jewell

SINGAPORE (AP) - Navy div·
ers searching a flooded compartment
Campus Reporter
Night Staff
of the USS John S. McCain found reAJ Fournier
for this issue
mains of some of the 10 sailors missMulticultural
~~.,"!
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Entertainment
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investigation.
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Adm.
Scott
Swift also said at a
Sports
Designer
Chaela Krueger
JJ Bullock
news conference in Singapore, where
the McCain is now docked, that Malaysian officials had found one body,
b~t it had yet to be identified and it
was unknown whether it was a crew
member.
The collision before dawn on Monday near Singapore tore a gaping hole
in the McCain's left rear hull and
flooded
adjacent compartments inGet social with The Daily Eastern News
cluding crew berths and machinery
The Daily Eastern News
and communication rooms. Five sailors were injured.
•
dailyeasternnews
"The divers Were able to locate
some remains in those sealed compartments during their search today,"
@DEN News
Swift said, adding thai: it was "premaVisit our website: dailyeasternnews.com
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Volunteers needed to PLAY with kids
By Analicia Haynes
Managing Editor IThe Daily Eastern News
From organizing and passing out food at
food pantries to tutoring a kid in need, the
Office of Civic Engagement and Volunteetism
offers several volunteer opportunities for students this semester.
One of those opportunities includes PLAY,
which is an after school program focused on
helping elementary and middle school-level
kids.
The program has been at Eastern for almost
five years and starts the week of Sept. 10.
Beth Gillespie, the interim director of new
student programs, said there are nine total activities within the program.
"We've got nine different after school programs that are going to happen because our
Eastern students step up and volunteer," Gillespie said. "PLAY is an after school program
that is powered by Eastern students."
Each activity or program spans across Monday through Thursday and varies between the
hours of 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
Danaya Burnett, a graduate assistant for
the office, said that the program is her project
for the semester, and she is in charge of organizing and keeping it together.
"I used to do summer camps and after
school programs all the time, so I'm used
to it," Burnett said. "It's something that I'm
good at and I'm going for school counseling
and I work with kids all the time."
Burnett said she was waiting all summer for
the program to start.
The program serves a variety of children
with different interests such as those who
want to play sports or want to dance.
"We do our Young Athletes program,
which is a partnership with Special Olympics.

It was originally designed ro help kids with
any kind of speciasl needs work on coordination ... but now Young Athletes is open to any
child," Gillespie said.
1he office also has a partnership with the Salvation Army out of Mattoon, which is their biggest "at-risk" group of local kids, Gillespie said.

lespie said there is a new program that is going to be for middle school-aged kids.
Annie Garner, a graduate assistant for the
office, said the new program does not have
a name yet, but it is a partnership with Teen
Reach.
It will consist of different groups on cam-

PLAY sites and times

MONDAY
Young Athletes at Mark Twain: 1:45 p.rn. to 3:30 p.rn.
Young Athletes at EIU: 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.

-- --- ----------TUESDAY
----~11
~

Ir,i

Salvation Army (Mattoon): 3 p.rn. to 5:15 p.rn.
Teen Reach {Middle School Kids): 3:45 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.

Young Athletes at Mark Twain: 1:45 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Ii
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Ashmore Community Center: 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Salvation Army: 3 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Oakland Elementary School: 2:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Volunteers involved with the program also
travel to Ashmore, a community on the other side of Charleston, and offer after-school
programming such as homework help to their
students.
Though originally most of the PLAY program was aimed at elementary-aged kids, Gil-

THURSDAY
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of WEIU-TV and an opportunity to meet th,
Eastern track and field team to see what play
ing a college sport is all about.
"We're just trying to say that there are lot:
of cool things on campus and they shoulc
come and check it out," Gillespie said.
Gillespie said the office is looking. for sever·
al volunteers and two captains or "point peo·
pie" who can help lead the program.
"(The captains) are our point person, the3
are the ones who drive the car to the site anc
help make sure everybody knows what's goinf
on and leads the way."
She said the difference what makes volunteering with the PLAY program different frorr
other opportunities is the weekly commitment.
"So we're looking for students who can say
'yes, I'm available every Monday from 4 p.m
to 5 p.m. this semester,' so our students an
interacting consistently with kids in the program so they can build a relationship, the)
can be a mentor and a positive part of tha1
child's life for the semester," Gillespie said.
Transportation will be provided for those
who volunteer. Gillespie said she does 1101
want a lack of a car to stop students from
making a difference in childrens' lives.
Anyone interested in volunteering can sign
up at eiu.edu/volunteer.
Students of any major or kind can get involved, whether they just like kids or they're
going into a field that is youth-focused, such
as education or counseling, Gillespie said.
"It d0esn't have to be connected to what
they're looking to do," she said.

<_JI

pus who will show children in the program
what Eastern is like and what it has to offer.
"It's trying to get the kids here on campus
and out and about and not in a gym," Garner said.
Garner said some of the different activities that are already arranged include a tour

Analicia Haynes can be reached at 581-2812 or
cchaynes@eiu.edu.

PantherLife app made available for students
By Chrissy Miller
News Editor I@DEN_News
A new app created over the summer aims
to provide Eastern students and the community with information on campus events and
resources.
The idea for the app, called "PantherLife,''
had previously been rolling around for over a
year, Jeremy Alexander, interim associate director of Housing and Dining, said.
"The plan is so you don't have to download
three different apps to get information,'' Alexander said. "It is all centralized in one place."
The design company Involvio was chosen
to create the app over the summer.
Alexander said large training sessions are
being planned for as early as September to get
registered student organizations involved with

Panther Life.
"We were strategic in those who served on
the implementation team to cover as wide of
a cross-section as we could,'' Alexander said.
"In the ideal world, I would love for every
RSO to have their space inside the app. It's
going to be a lot of us working together bit
by bit to really build it out to be what we
want it to be."
The app gives those using it the option to
log in with their NetID or as a guest.
While guests can create an account and
access the same information as those with
a NetID, Alexander said having the NetID
makes it easier for students to log in because
they will not have to remember another password.
Anne Lewis, the office support specialist
for Student Affairs, said having a large imple-

mentation team of around 16 people has been
both a challenging and rewarding experience.
"We all looked at the app from our own
areas, and then we also looked at it as representative of the entire university,'' Lewis said.
"Everyone bringing their different dynamic and their different background to the table
has helped us really step back and take a good
look at what we needed for our students."
The athletic department, Doudna Fine
Arts Center, Student Body President Luke
Young and the Student Life Office, among
other organizations, were all involved on the
implementation board for the app.
"We want to see students seeing what all
is available on our campus event-wise," Lewis
said. "We want them to know everything that
is happening on campus in one locationhere, on their phone."

Lewis said the implementation group started with a shell for the app designed for them
by Involvio.
"The more the app began to look like
EIU, the more excited our team got about
the app,'' Lewis said. "We can see on the back
end our numbers as they increase as students
download the app, and that's very exciting."
Alexander said marketing for the app will
begin within the week. So far, he said around
400 students have downloaded the app.
Alexander said he hopes 70 to 80 percent
of students will download PantherLife.
The app is currently available for both
iPhone and Android devices.
0

Chrissy Miller can be reached at 581-2812 or
clmiller9@eiu.edu.

NEW!!! HIGHER PAY!!!
Part-time Jobs Available in Residential Services,
Working with Adults with Developmental Disabilities.
Need HELP Paying Tuition .... Living Expenses?

CCAR Industries' pays $11.50 per hour before and
$11.75 per hour after training.
Apply at 1530 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920
or online at www.ccarindustries.org
Celebrating 48 years of service!
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Staff Editorial

Cherish people while they are still around

My childhood did not consist of the stereotypical (not to mention terribly annoying)
"picture perfect" family.
We were far from perfect, with a single
One of the most uncomfortable things to
mother raising four children all huddled under
write or talk about is death. Many people of
a house that was, and still is, held together by
all ages have trouble talking about it, and it
band-aids and a prayer.
, can often be a tragic, unfortunate concept to
Life was, well, hard.
even think about.
My siblings and I had no choice but to
Sadly, and as unfortunate or tragic as it
grow up faster than most children under 10,
is, the death of people, especially loved ones,
especially since our old man clocked out and
does come up occasionally. In today's issue
of the Daily Eastern News,
forgot child support was not optional.
We never experienced the luxuries of toy
we wrote about the death of beloved forfilled Christmases or the latest toys for that
mer geology chair Alan Baharlou, a man
matter, and we learned to accept it and we did.
who had a passion and dedication for this
We were humble but contrary to most sapuniversity that is unrivaled by many we have
py, "I hated my childhood" stories, my sibseen.
lings and I were happy because we had several
One of our editors has had to deal with
a death in her family, as she detailed in her
people in our lives that helped our mom raise
column today.
us, love us and pave the way for our successful futures.
Saying it is not fun having to deal with
these situations and the myriad emotions
One of those four people was Bob, our
mom's boyfriend of 10 plus years and our stepthey bring is an understatement.
father regardless of what anyone said.
No matter how many times we may go
So, what does one do when they live three
through the loss of a loved one, it never gets
hours away, work three jobs, have a full course
any easier.
load and lose··
·an that helped raise them
While we would like to be able to tell you
to a massive he
tack?
we have the answer to what will make you
feel better when you are mourning, we canThey cry of
se.
I am not wri
this to beg for pity. I do
not.
not need it and i ·n certainly not doing this
What can make these tough times a little
for attention, I already get enough of that
less challenging is being able to lean on others for support .
thanks to my own talents.
I am, however,
iring this for two very
important reasons.
I know I am not the only one to lose a parent, and I also know that it will not end with
my family.
So if a similar situation happens to anyone
I do not claim to be an expert in economics.
I know or cross paths with, and I pray it will
, To be completely honest, I cannot define econot, do not hol, 1 • he emotions that overnomics in any way that would satisfy someone
older than the age of 12. Money and finances in
come your bod:
take over like a crippling
sums larger than about $50 confuse me.
virus.
Please, for the sake of your own sanity, do
So usually, when I tell people I have develnot hold in.
oped an economic theory of customer-toTalk to someone and take time to cope. You
employee gift giving, they give me strange looks.
But having been on the receiving end of some
will be surprised at how understanding and
rather strange trinkets from valued customers, I
caring others are.
Also, remember to say "I love you" to
feel like my theory is well-founded.
your parents or to whoever raised you, loved
If you have ever been friends with a teacher
you and molded you into who you are today
or a secretary, you probably remember the seabecause you never want to kick yourself for not sonal gifts they pick up from the people they
serve. These respected service positions usualsaying it when you had the chance.
Going away to college is a fun and liberatly attract gifts like lotions, bath products, fresh
ing time for many students but it is also easy
produce and baked goods.
While not everyone likes these kinds of gifts,
to forget to call home every once in awhile to
they are often considered conventional and safe,
just say, "Hi, I'm doing fine."
Please, do not forget to call, because I did
if a little impersonal. I theorize that social status
and now it is eating me alive.
as a more respected service worker demands cusTuesday, August 22, 2017 will forever be
tomer or patron gifts that fall into these convenone of the worst days of my life, but at least
tional categories. After all, do you really want to
now I have another angel looking out for me.
give the secretary something odd when they are
Goodbye, Bob, I love you.
the one who finalizes your pay each week?
The further you travel down the service
Analicia Haynes is ajunior journalism major. She industry respect chain, the stranger gifts get. As a
can be reached at S81-2812 orachaynes@eiu.edu. cashier at a store in a small town, I get gifts from
regular customers quite often, and those gifts
can be rather strange. At various points, I have
1

-

-

Resources such as the Counseling Services
are available for those who need them.
Even if one does not feel comfortable
using them initially, going to them could
potentially be a great first step in beginning
the grieving or mourning process.
However, it is not just professional services that can help during hard times. Reaching out to as many resources as possible is
always a good idea.
Just being able to talk to a friend or feel
the embrace of a loved one might help ease
the pain a little bit.
Perhaps, if it is not too painful, sharing
memories of the person who has died could
help ease the pain as well, if only for a while.
Letting someone know about the person who has died and keeping their memory
alive is one of the best ways to honor them
after they die.
Of course, there is no right or wrong way
to grieve or mourn.
But keeping the lines of communication
open during these hard times can make it a
little bit easier.
Likewise, if you know someone who has
just lost someone important to them, being
there for them is important.
While you might not know what to say
in the moment, and you might be scared of

saying the wrong thing, just letting someone
know you are there for them can make a real
difference.
In the end, as long as you are not being
openly offensive, thoughtless or careless with
your actions, you will be fine. Sometimes, it
is just enough to let people know you will be
there for them, in good times and bad.
The fragility of life in general just makes
it that much more important to cherish and
reach out to the people we care about while
we still have the time.
It is not fair that life is so short, or that is
so unpredictable. While we have some control over what happens, it is impossible to
have total control, and death can be as unexpected as it is tragic at times.
One thing we do have control over is
what we do in the moment and not taking
any thing or anyone for granted.
We can .also take solace in the fact that
these bad times do not last forever.
While the pain of having someone close
to you die will not ever go away, it can get
more manageable over time, especially if you
take care not to isolate yourself.

The daily<e<;Jitod~f isthe majority opinion of
the editoi"ia!QqardoHheDaily Eastern News.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Service industry has its perks, sometimes pizza

Shelby Niehaus
received such gifts as a pound of kidney bean salad, a single hot wing, entirely too much sweet
corn, leftover sweet potato casserole and turkey
jerky.
Of course, I have also received Christmas
·cookies, homemade zucchini bread, chocolate stamped with a local farm's logo and fresh,
unprocessed honey, but those genuinely sweet
gifts do not much balance out the stranger ones
above.
Even though the gifts my customers bring by
the gas station are often weird, and even though
they are sometimes just leftover dinner courses that the customer knows they will not finish, I enjoy them the same. Sometimes they save

me from going across the parking lot for a hurried Subway sandwich on my night shift, and
other times it happens to be a snack I love dearly but cannot make on my own. Other times, it
is something I know someone in my family will
eat, even ifI will not eat it myself.
And sometimes, I get very, very lucky. On
rare occasions, the Italian restaurant down the
road messes up a pizza order and needs to get rid
of it. On these blessed days, the delivery driver
(one of my regular customers, of course) brings a
whole, unblemished pizza over to me just to get
rid of it.
My economic theory still stands, but with
one concession: these are rare outlier conditions
in which lower-status service jobs garner better
gifts. For these conditions to be met, the service
worker must make friends with the local delivery driver. Looking suitably bored at work also
helps.
If you like relying on safe gifts and you do ,
not like buying your own lotions and hand
soaps, maybe secretarial labor is for you. But if
you can stomach kidney bean salad for the sake
of the occasional free pizza, try out a job at the
gas station.

Shelby Niehaus is a senior Eng/is
language arts major. She can be reach
at S8HB12 or scniehaus@eiu.ed
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» Construction
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
"It is only a one-year appropriation
so if we do not get it, it will not come in
the future," McCann said. "It'll depend
on whether the governor and the Capitol Development Board can see their way
through to do this stuff or not."
McCann said even if the money gets
released from its current hold, the renovation must be completed by June 30, 2018
to use the funds.
"If we don't get started pretty soon,
the chances of us being able to get anything measurable is probably slim," McCann said.
Money for the elevator projects in
both McAfee and the Student Services building has not been re-appropriated
since the projects started nearly three years
ago, McCann said. The addition of elevators in these buildings would have made
the buildings more handicap accessible.
"1hosr projects are at a standstill until the state appropriates some more money," McCann said. "The elevators are half
way done. \'ve'd like to get them done.
Especially at McAfee, there's some damage being done to the building because
it's somewhat open to the elements while
they're doing this work."
Even though the state budget does
not include the money for the renovations, McCann said Eastern has received
around $14.5 million from the state. McCann said $5.6 million was appropriations for the 2017 fiscal year, $2.5 million
was appropriations for 2018 and $6.4
million was for M.A.P. 2017.
"We'll have to see as we move forward how much additional commitment
we can make to some of the projects on
campus," McCann said. "We're certainly trying to get there, but educating the
students and paying employees certainly
takes a higher priority,"

FILE PHOTO j THE DAILY EASTERN NEW!

Construction vehicles lined up outside ofThe Tarble Arts Center in May of 2017 when construction first started on the side of the building.

Currently, McCann said work has
been done over the summer in Greek
Court as well as the lounges in Taylor
and Stevenson residence halls. Lantz Arena also received repairs to its roof, and a
tew staff members were hired back to help
maintain the grounds.
"We've got a few more people back in
the grounds area, and they've been working very hard to make the gardens look
good," McCann said. "I think from that
standpoint we've accomplished it, that

they do look ve1y nice."
McCann said the 1,000-foot addition
to Tarble was aLnost 50 percent done and
going smoothly.
The construction is scheduled to be
completed Nov. 17, said Mike Schuetz,
assistant director of the Tarble Arts Center. Schuetz also said he expects the various classes to be back in Tarble in the
spring semester. For now, the classes will
be held in the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Tarble will be back to normal hours

on Aug. 26.
"All the exhibitions will be open like
normal and then the galleries will be
open," Schuetz said. "The only real missing link there would be any kind of classes. So, we won't have any classes, but, otherwise, Tarble will be operating as noral "
m.
Schuetz said his excitement for the new
facility goes beyond having extra space.
"Anytime you get a new facility wi~h new stuff is always exciting be-

cause everyone likes new stuff It's more
up to date. It's a little more user friendly," Schuetz said. "It will help some of the
classroom traffic in and out of the building because they'll have their own dedicated entrance and exit, whereas before
they would just kind of make their way
through the atrium and in through the
gallery."
Chrissy Miller can be reached at
581-2812 or clmiller9@eiu.edu.
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOUND IN YOUR INBOX
BY RUTH BLOOMFIELD MARGOLIN/ EDITED BY WILL SHORTZ

ACROSS
1 Matisse, e.g.,
stylistically
6 H.H.Munro
pseudonym

53 Place to say 9-Down
55 Help
56 Quenched

14 Back up on disk

58 World leader
who proclaimed
"Women hold up
half the sky"

18 Cons

59 Bathday cakes?

lOXXX

19 Juicy

61 Kind of diagram

20 Seats by the
orchestra pit,
perhaps

62 Dwellers on the
Arabian Peninsula

21 Film excerpt
22 Re: __ (suitor's
subject line)
25, 27, 29, etc.
26 The first pope, to
French speakers
27 Words before fat
and lean, in a
nursery rhyme

65 Re: __ (film
director's subject
line)

16 Couch potato

114 The Destroyer, in
Hinduism

17 Some home printers

115 Re: __ (celebrity
physician's subject
line)

23 "Stop!;' to a cop

121 Heavenly hunter

a chair
80 Purpose

37 Apply to

81 Talk smack about

38 Formally chooses

85 Baseball exec Bud

39 The crystal in some
crystal balls

88 Re: __ (duster's
subject line)

41 Carrier to Seoul, for
short

91 Tony winner Hagen

49 Part of a locust tree

11 0 Actress Arquette

122 Monastery figure

Press help needed for Fall 2017.
Hours vary but work is all between

31 Short and detached,
in music: Abbr.

1802 Buzzard Hall.

32 Surefire

- - - - - - - - - - 5/1

35 Roll up
36 Tirade

126 Simple, as a
question

40 Den, often

www.facebook.com/g rou ps/
charlestongameclub
- - - - - - - - - - 1/13
Dj and karaoke services for all types

46 Mesmerized
47 "You bet!;' in
Yucatan
50 Marriott competitor

6 Inspector Clouseau's
employer

51 Third one's a harm?

48 Radiuses' neighbors

52 Wine's aroma

97 "Down;' at a diner

7 "A Navel" artist, 1923

54 China setting

100 Pithy observations

8 Wine-and-cassis
drink

60 Novelist Seton

57 Doofus
61 Mesa
Park

of events. call today (314) 701-9402
No. 0820

65 The Red Baron and
others

79 Want ad letters

93 Quarantine

106 Must have

80 Take the heat from?

66 Northern Montana
tribe

96 "Is that even
possible?"

107 Paris's Musee d'- -

82 Motorcade unit

6 7 Poker player's tic,
perhaps
68_Python

National

70 Depose
71 Cubbie or Card

83 Lee of Marvel
Comics

97 Must pay

84 Storied also-ran

99 See the world

86 Apple product
discontinued in
2017

101 Ransom note
writer

98 Main forces?
100 Tea times: Abbr.

63 Moaning Hogwarts
ghost

74 From the top, to a
musician

87 Tennis's Steffi
89 Through with

102 Deseret News
reader, e.g.

64 Not even close

78 Sierras, e.g.

90 Like some training

105 "Turn up the A/C!"

THE DEN

www.meetup.

com/Charleston-Game-Club or

43 The first "A" in
Reddit's A.M.A.

5 Perfume compound

9 See 53 -Across
10 Dalmatian, e.g.
11 Lilylike plant
12 Tot's"Lemme up on
your shoulders!"

GAME CLUB: Friday nights 7:00 -

42 Gucci or Givenchy,
e.g.

4 Guest

Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than
7,000 past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95
a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.
com/wordplay.

.Ang.()tulc~ments

ket's Mezzanine.

94 "Selma" director
DuVernay

103 Best-of-the-best

~

••

Midnight. Charleston County Mar-

92 $$$$, on Yelp

95 Greek gods' drink

11 :00 pm - 4 am. Apply in person

33 Expert on meters
and feet

125 Stuff

3 Lone Star State sch.

- - - - - - - - - 8/25

24 Lowly worker

124 Repair shop figs.

1 Online help

parking. $375 a month. Garbage included. (217) 840-6427

30 Bugged

34 An official color
of the Miami
Dolphins

2 "Are you some kind
of
?"

Off-campus. Pet friendly. Good

19 Title Seuss creature

123 European capital

DOWN

One bedroom apartment for rent.

14 Like the people who
invented golf
15 Astronaut after
whom Buzz
Lightyear was
named

75 Prefix with liberal
or conservative,
but not moderate

.F9r·•·-rent

13 Old-fashioned
gunfight locales

109 Sidney who
directed "12 Angry
Men"

73 Municipal regs.

34 Hairstyle rarely
seen in the military

44 Catering staple
45 Re: __ (song
lyricist's subject
line)

108 Hansen of a 2016
Broadway hit

119 Mark Zuckerberg
69 Re: __ (sales agent's
when founding
subject line ... with
Facebook, e.g.
an attachment)
120 Eliminated by a
72 Peanut butter choice
ref's decision

28 The Gabor sisters,
e.g.
29 Re:
(stingy date's 76 Slippery sort
subject line)
77 One is usually set by

42 The lowest of the
low

104 Re: __ (prison
librarian's subject
line)

111 Fleet on Fleet Street
112 With 117-Down,
Mesabi Range
output
113 Regarding
116 Thick coat on a
cold day?
117 See 112-Down
118 Small inlet

www.completeclassdjs.com
- - - - - - - - - 05/01
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Women's soccer offense, defense improve together
~y Dillan Schorfheide
Nomen's Soccer Reporter I@DEN_Sports
The phrase usualiy associated with sports
;avs rhc best defense is a good offense, u;sen-

tiallv sari ng that a great defense is needtd tu
11111 games.
But when the defense is not playins its
Jest- the offense is needed to put some tuns,
Joints o 1· goals on the board, depending on
:he sport, to help give the defense a break.
For Eastern's women's soccer team, the de-·
knse and offense have been able to help one
mother so far this season.
"They go off each other. If the offense
'Kores, it helps the defense feel like 'Man you
'tnow what, if we just shut this down we're
1oing to get a W' And if the defense is doing
their job and blocking shots and making it extremely difficult (to score), then absolutely it
:ives some time for us to get that goal and
::hange the game," Eastern director of soccer
Kiki Lara said.
That was the case for the women's team on
iunday afternoon against Indiana State. The

Panthers gave np a goal in the 33rd minute
and did not allow any more goals after that.
l'.lllther freshman Pilar Barrio scored in the
48th mi1;uk re tie the game, which ended in
al-lt;e.
Last season, ,he team's offense did not score
enough
to help keep the team in the
game rhruuglw1H the year.
The ream gave up 30 goals last season,
while scorrng 10 of its own, creating a scoring
gap be1wec·n the ream's opponents and itself.
Lara said last year was the first year that the
plarers were acclimating to the style of play
the team was after, adding that it takes time
to get used to it.
In two games so far this season, the team
has scored three goals, 30 percent of the goal
total from last season.
Lara attributed this to the team being more
physically fit this year.
"We're 100 percent more committed to
just having a very resilient mentality," he said.
"Last season, we just didn't have nearly the
team fitness or the individual fitness required
to step in and compete right away."

Lara s·aid that along with the fitness and reWith the way the team plays, Lara said,
silience, ,"it's obvious to us" that the team has there is no offensive line and defensive line.
All the players are committed to playing two
invested time technically and tactically.
Junior midfielder and defender Kate Olson, · sides of the ball.
As Lara mentioned, it takes time to get
who scored a goal against IUPUI Friday, said
she has seen how the offense has played differ- used to the system.
"A lot of the girls have been put in the sysently this year.
"The difference from last year to this year tem for a year now, year and a half, so some
is the creativity within the offensive line that of the fruits of our labor are happening now,"
has made us more successful," Olson said. he said.
And the "fruits" of the team's labor are hap"We have always focused a lot on keeping
possession of the ball, but now we have incor- pening at an important time for 'the team; the
porated more dangerous attacks against the beginning of the season.
He said it is vital that the team has started
defense by passing around them."
Olson added that both the midfielders and off on the right foot this season.
"It gives them just a little more belief, a litdefenders are taking more offensive opportutle more confidence, that we're going on the
nities for themselves.
As Lara said, the offense and defense feed right path," Lara said.
The women's team has two home games
off of each other to play well, and while the
offense has showed early signs of improving this weekend. Friday the Panthers host Green
from last season, the defense has also shown it Bay at 3 p.m., and Sunday they host Milwaukee at 12 p.m.
according to Lara.
The defense did it the same way as the of- ·
Di/Ian Schorfheide can be reached at
fense; they are more phys_ically fit and more
tactically "astute."
581-2812 or dtschorfheide@eiu.edu.

I

!Eastern Cross Country hungry for another great season
I~ Alex Hartman

I

[lt6S Country Reporter @DEN_Sports
I

The Eastern men's and women's cross coun:~ teams are looking to continue to compete
11the highest level this season and repeat the
,mccess both sides had last season. ·
I The men's team and women's team ended
!fheir season on'a"va'/i~ty'ofhigh notes. Both
teams earned team academic honors with cu,rnulative team GPAs of 3.00. The men had
GPA of 3.05 and women had a 3.22.
The team has been running together for a
few weeks and are preparing for the first meet
1

this season, which will be on their home turf.
Both the men's and women's teams swept the
opening home meet last season, with now
graduated runners Tyler Yunk and Ruth Garippo leading the sides in 2016, so there will
be a new pair of first place runners in the
meet.
Both teams found themselves ranked in the
upper half of the Midwest Region in 2016.
The men, who finished in I 5th place in 20 I 6
season and the women, 20th place, will both
look to build upon a good 2016 season that
had a few wins and many injuries. The rebuilt
team has promising new runners that will try

to put Eastern tin top.
The team is restocking both sides with 12
total fresh faces and new talent. For the men
they have three new freshman runners. For
the women, there are nine new runners.
The men's team will hope to find promising new runners to fill the spaces left by
trio of Eastern cross country graduates, Tyler
Yunk, Riley Mcinerney, and Paxson Menard;
who all graduated in 2016.
The women's team enters this season with
a leader on their roster in Maria Baldwin who
will be the veteran voice the women's team
needs. With a new youth movement, the team

looks to the future for a possible conference
championship.
· The first race of the season is a week away,
and a team of new faces will· take the field and
compete against some of Eastern's conference
foes, as well as teams across the Midwest.
The season opening meet will be at Eastern
at the Wat Crawford Open located at the Tom
Woodall Panther trail. The competition will
start at 4:45 p.m. for the women and 5:30
p.m. for the men on Friday, Sep 1.
Alex Hartman can be reached at
581-2812 or aihartman@eiu.edu.
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Come,back toanorro~ to get the s~oop on what's
i,ppening at EJU. ~Qd ,in_ Charleston! · · '

Roster
Mike Novotrw"" GK, Senior
Edgar Mesa, ¥., Sophomore
Yann Nsoga 1V1/F, Sophomore
Alessandro Corti, D, 5o_pp.omore
Brendan McDonough,, M/F, Junior
Erik Isaksson, D Fresnman
Andre Nappa, M/F;, Sor,homore
Fabio Collado, Ml t<, R-Senior
Christian Sosnowski) M/F, R-Sophomore
Ben Stone D, Senior
.. · · · · Daymon Blac~P.ort, F R-Sophomore
.··~.~ Marcus Mennm, D, Sogho~ore
4 .. Zach Medawattage, D ~emor
5; Zabdiel Justiniano, E Freshman
..... ; l .. Alex Cast~1_1edai,F, Sophomore
!22~. Luke Kunh F, t<reshman
~23. Jonathan Huerta, M, SoP,homore
124. Cameron Behm, M, Freshman
#125; Shady Omar1 f, Freshman
<f#26~Tim Pieper, Nl, 5th year
f.2].. Cole Har,!<rade~ M/}:i, Sophomore
.!29:~ Jyler Ennght, .t', Semor
· · l . Kris Luke, M/F, Junior
. . 2. •. Tonathan Burke, GK, R-Freshman
3i Simeon Packer F Freshman
5} Anders- James Wermuth, M, Freshman

SEAN HASTINGS

I THE

DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Roster Notes:
-Eastern will return its top two goal scorers from last season in Alex
Castaneda and Jonathan Huerta.
-All-conference second team goalkeeper Mike Novotny returns for the
Panthers for his final season. Last year he averaged 1.39 saves in 17 games.
-There are nine new faces on this year's team, headlined by seven true
freshmen.

Eastern's Andre Nappa tiptoes near the out of bounds line and strikes the ball as a St. Xavier defender closes in at
Lakeside Field. Eastern beat St. Xavier 2-0 in what was their final exhibition match of the season.

Eastern returns ready
for 2017 season
JJ Bullock
Assistant Sports Editor I @DEN_Sports
Despite the Eastern men's soccer team
being selccred to finish last in the Summit League's head coaches prescason
poll, confidence around the program is
high right now as the ream looks to ukc
a leap forward in its ongoing developmental process under hc:ad coach Kiki

Lara.
The 2-4 conference record the team
put up last season was good enough ro
get them to the conference tournament,
but with a mix of returning players coming back a year older and more experienced, joined with the nine new faces
on the squad, the team is better in Lara's
eyes, and has its sights set on things larger than just a tournament berth.
''The goal for the team is to win
and get back to the Summit Conference Tournament, and win the Summit
Conference Championship," Lara said.
"There is development and that's what

we want to see in all the plavers that are
returning and but also even gerring the
players coming in, just making sme rhat
is one of the corner stones of our program, is d,Telopment. Absolutelr, \V<: art·
in a better place, but that is kind ofa natural wav ofthings around here."
All nine of the new players on the
roster kffe come in and earned pLiving
time and a role on the team according
to Lara, but where the team has rnaclc its
biggest improvements is with its return-·
ing plavers coming h,Kk with more maturirv.
"I think the biggest jump developmentally is that the continuity of our
group that has been bought in to the
culture of our program on and off rhe
field," Lara said. "We arc able to get to
the next stages of development both attacking and defensively, because a lot of
these guys are returning and have played
substantial minutes for us. So, they are
just a little more experienced.''
Eastern ha.-, its eyes on the upper-ech-

elem of the conferenct' ,b wdl. -n1e Panthers will play the No. j t<:'crn1 in rhe
country in conference lot' 1)emu on tht·
road on Oct. 7. and \\ill pLiv th, :-iummit League's second ranked team, ( )maha, on Sept. 23.
"We want to focm Pn rhte top l'mL
the top end being Dcrl\'cr ,u1d Omaha,
,o that is who we are tocused 011 is bt"ing
able to compete with the top end," Lira
said. "One hundred percent we will be
able to compete with anrone in rhe conference. But that is nor ro S,W that rhosc'
are the only teams that _ire competitive.
There are six teams in rhe conference,
and last year there wa.1 a four-wav tie for
fourth place, so it's a bloodbath, in conference."
Last season, Denver narrowlv escaped
:m upset at the hands of Eastern, beating
them 1-0 at Lakeside Field in October.
JJ Bullock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

Schedule
t.tg~):2
g. !5
25
ug. 27
p. 1

at Northwestern- L 0-2
vs St. Xavier University -W 2-0
at Gi:een Bay
at Milwaukee
vs Western Michigan
· p.3 · at UIC
•> p. 5. vs N?rthern ~entucky
p....
vs Samt Francis
~ep. J3 at Marshall
~p. I? at Evapsville
~p~.19 vs Wnght State .
_
~p. 23 vs Omaha (S~mtp.tt Leagu~)
~P~ 30 at Western I1lmo1s. (Summit League)
Oct~ 7 ·. at Denver (Summit League)
Oct.: 10 at BradlgDct~ l4 vs Oral Koberts (Summit League)

,g..

i.

e.

10
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Schedule notes:
- Eastern plays nationally ranked No. 3 Denver on Oct. 7. A team
that made the NCAA final four last season, Denver returns all four of
its top scorers &om last season.
-All but five teams on their schedule, UIC, Saint Ambrose, Evansville, Bradley and Belmont, are teams the Panthers played last season.

- - - - - - ---------------·--

Depth important for volleyball team
By Kaitlin Cordes
Volleyball Reporter I@DEN_Sports
Depth at a variety of positions will
be the key to the 2017 Eastern volleyball season. With the roster stacked
with 20 players, Coach Sam Wolinski said she has multiple lineup options
for gameplay.
With the addition of five freshmen
and a transfer sophomore and the return of seasoned veterans, Wolinski
said there is no shortage of skill when
her team is on the court.
"From a senior standpoint, we have
outside hitter Maria Brown," Wolinski said. "In the middle, Allie Huesron's
back for a full go after a shoulder injury she faced, really most of last year

and didn't play most of last year. Ann
Hughes is back and is the starting libero. That helps solidify the back row."

the offense, which Wolinski said is evident even in the early days of the season.

"From a senior stand point, we have outside hitter
Maria Brown."
Sam Wolinski, Volleyball Coach

She said the left side is a strong
group with freshmen Madison Cunningham and Kylie Michael. On
the right side, the Panthers benefit
from the combination of junior Taylor Smith, freshman Lexi May, senior
Hayley Richardson and sophomore
Katie Sommers.
Setters Smith and sophomores Gina
Furlin and Breanna Jager skillfully run

Wolinski said one thing she emphasizes to her team is to be unselfish.
"What we do offensively, we try to
keep it balanced. One game you might
see one person have more kills than another, but if you look at the stat sheet,
it's going to be balanced. That's what
we're about on offense," Wolinski said.
Starting last spring, Wolinski said
her team began working roward the

start of the 2017 season, and that
preparation continued throughout
the summer, both individually and as
a team.
She said the summer was the perfect opportunity to have the newcomers mesh with the returning players,
and it paid off as Wolinski said she has
witnessed a sense of comfortableness
while her team is on the court.
Team morale is something Wolinski said she has put at the forefront
as well. She said her team has made
a commitment to a celebration piece
during gameplay, and the team has become like a family.
Wolinski said her team remains a
skilled serving squad and has continued to make tremendous improve-

ments on serve receive and digs, allowing the team to attack the ball and
score. She added that her squad is foll
of hitters who can score points for the
Panthers.
With the team's first few matches taking place at home, \'volinski said
her squad can begin to attract fans and
start off the season comfortably in its
own backyard.
"Playing at home early ... you can
build that fan base. (The players) can
get adjusted and get used to their class
schedule since we're playing at home,"
Wolinski said. "We know Lantz, so we
know what's going to happen."
Kaitlin Cordes can be reached at
581-2812 or krcordes@eiu.edu.

